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Book lovers! Here is the reading journal youve always wanted. At last, a place to record the books
you've read!This sleek journal provides plenty of room to record details of your reading
experiences.It also provides space to jot down titles you'd like to read next.Includes pages to list
books borrowed, lent, or given (even a place to list books you'd like to give), your book sources, and
book group contact information.Also includes lists of acclaimed authors and titles to inspire future
reading choices and a section devoted to your reading life.Contents include: IntroductionMy Book
Log: Pages TurnedBooks I'd Like to Read: My Reading Wish ListMy Books: Books Bought,
Borrowed, Lent, and GivenBook Group Info: Friends and Fellow ReadersAcclaimed Authors and
Books: Inspiration for Future ReadingMy Reading LifePortable size: 4-1/2'' wide x 7-1/2'' high. Take
it with you to the bookstore or library!Removable cover bandBinding lies flat for ease of use.216
pages
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I moderate several online book groups and maintain a reading website. I have been extremely picky
about my book journal for 2012 - with all of the books I go through, I really wanted something
different!I recently ordered this journal from after seeing it at B&N with a higher price tag. I am
extremely pleased with it, and I have to say that it is my favorite book journal I have ever looked at
or owned. This will become my annual journal starting in 2012. It is the perfect size for tucking into a
purse or bag, but not so small that writing in it is awkward.I used a Moleskine journal this past year
and ultimately cast it aside. I became very annoyed with the alphabetical layout (I prefer to go in
chronological order) and the really thin pages. I stopped using it during the summer and tossed it in

the trash when I went on a cleaning binge this fall. I also didn't like how it had blank spaces. I
REALLY prefer lines to write on! I did save my leftover stickers to use in this book!The journal is
black with the print "The Book Lover's Journal" on the front in white font. It is about 7 x 4.6 inches
and has a covered spiral ring binding. I was able to tuck a pen inside and have it close perfectly.The
first pages include:Contact InformationIntroductory PagesTable of Contents for you to fill in with
book titlesThe primary journal pages (room for about 140 books) include space for recording on the
left page in book:TitleAuthorPublisherNumber of PagesFiction (check box) Genre:Non-Fiction
(check box) Subject:How I Discovered or Acquired This BookWhen and Where ReadNoteworthy
Experiences While Reading This BookCheck Out Author's Other Books (check box) Or Related
Books?

I sort of had my own book journal, which was just a blank page journal wherein I kept track of
everything I'd read, along with various details about each. When I ran into this Journal, I loved it so
much, I bought it on the spot, and then came home and ordered a second copy from . You couldn't
ask for a more comprehensive journal to record your readings, and all in 4 5/8" X 7 1/2". You even
have a nice covered spiral binding that not only allows the journal to lay flat, but also gives you a
nice channel for your pen.Here are the various sections in detail:Pages 8 to 143: Book Log
(including two pages for a Table of Contents for your book log). Here, you record author, publisher,
# pages, genre, how you discovered the book, when & where read, noteworthy experiences while
reading, and whether you'd recommend it to others. You also rate, on a scale of ten, quality of
writing, pace, plot development, characters, enjoyability, insightfulness, ease of reading, and
photos/illustrations. All that was on the left hand page. The right hand page is for notes and
opinions. At the very bottom of that page are 5 stars, and you fill in the appropriate number. (I
personally rate on a scale of 10 on a blank line on the left hand page). So this, you see, is the bulk
of the journal, as it should be.Pages 145 to 167: Books I'd Like to Read (including two pages for a
Table of Contents). You can record 3 books on each page, and there is space for the title, author,
approximate length, recommended by, and genre/subject.Pages 170 to 173: Where I Get My Books
(company/site, phone, web site, user name, password, account number).Pages 174 to 177: Books
I've BorrowedPages 178 to 181: Books I've Lent.
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